Target-based metabolomics for fast and sensitive quantification of eight small molecules in human urine using HPLC-DAD and chemometrics tools resolving of highly overlapping peaks.
Chemometrics multivariate calibration coupled with high performance liquid chromatography-diode array detection (HPLC-DAD) analytical strategy was applied for fast and sensitive quantification of the eight small molecules (uric acid, creatinine, tyrosine, homovanillic acid, hippuric acid, indole-3-acetic acid, tryptophan and 2-methylhippuric acid) in human urine. The objective of this work was to get the successful resolution of the complex matrix with minimum experimental time in the presence of highly overlapping peaks, of distortions in the time and baseline aspects among chromatograms, and of the presence of unknown and background interferences. All the analysis were based on a short C18 column with the chromatographic system operating in isocratic mode and all analytes can be successfully quantified within 6 min. The second-order HPLC-DAD data acquired were handled intelligently by two typical chemometrics tools including alternating trilinear decomposition (ATLD) and multivariate curve resolution-alternating least squares (MCR-ALS). Reasonable resolution and satisfactory quantification results were obtained regardless of the complex matrix interferences from the urine samples and the second-order advantage was fully exploited. With the validation by classic HPLC method, the proposed strategy could take extra advantages such as increased selectivity and sensitivity, shorter analysis time, undemanding elution conditions and sufficiency of lower limit of quantification benefit from multivariate calibration. The method was shown as a promising means for fast and sensitive determination of small molecules in human urine and also for fast diagnosis or surveillance in related diseases.